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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

A leather-bound album in the Staatliche Graphische Sammlung,
Munich, is filled with one hundred and twenty caricature drawings.
Although -~eference has often been made to them since their first
publication in 1931, 1 and various attempts, largely unsuccessful, have
been made to attribute the drawings, they remain little studied and an
enigma in the history of the art of caricature in Italy.
The album deserves more attention than it has received.

First, as

I will propose through this study, it is crucial to the understanding
of seventeenth-century caricature.

Second, on the basis of a very

close relationship between the drawings in Munich and a series of
prints after designs by Pietro De Rossi, produced by the Bolognese
artist Giuseppe Maria Mitelli in 1686, the Munich caricatures can, I ·
believe, be attributed, with good reason, to Pietro De Rossi and dated
between the 1670's and the mid 1680's, or around the time of the
publication of the Mitelli prints.

This dating places the drawings at

an important juncture, or midpoint in the history of caricature.

From

the time of the invention of caricature itself in the very last years
of the sixteenth century and throughout most of the seventeenth
century, caricature was a private art practiced by an artist and
enjoyed by only his most intimate circle of acquaintances, that is to
say, the drawings were not widely circulated.
1

--

In the eighteenth

In Brauer and Wittkower, 1931, pp. 180-184.
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century and later, with the publication of caricatures in Rome and
especially in England, it became an immensely popular and very public
form of art.
Little is known about the activity of most caricaturists during
the Seicento; for this and other reasons it is difficult to piece
together the early history of caricature.
The greatest problem involved in creating such a history is
simply the lack of physical evidence.

There are, for instance, no

known caricatures by Annibale Carracci, who not only was acknowledged
in his time as a master of the art, but often is assumed to have been
the inventor of the genre.

A major loss are the many caricatures by

Domenichino, whose activity as a caricaturist is documented by the
biographer Giambattista Passeri but now is known only through one
drawing in the Devonshire collection at Chatsworth. 2 Those by Bernini
are few, though we know that his caricatures were eagerly sought by
members of the papal circle in Rome.

The existence, therefore, of a

large body of work by a single seventeenth-century artist, i.e., the
caricature album in Munich, is a great rarity.

Nonetheless, many

other unpublished examples of Seicento caricatures probably remain
scattered throughout the world.
A further problem was recognized by Rudolf Wittkower, who rightly
singled out the caricature as one of the most difficult types of
drawing to attribute, because of its necessarily crude technique.3 A
2
Inv. No. 512. See Pope-Hennessy, 1952, pp. 167-168, and
Spear, 1982, I, pp. 38-40 and, II, plate 391.
3

Wittkower, 1952, p. 123.
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caricature drawing tends to be such a complete deviation from an
artist's usual, that is to say, more orthodox, drawing style that it is
often impossible to reconcile the one with the other.

A notable

exception to this rule is Guercino, who transferred his free-flowing,
vivacious pen technique from one type of drawing to another, running
the gamut of types not only from landscape and genre to caricature, but
even to more academic sketches from the model, with little technical
distinction.

For this reason, his are still the most easily

identifiable caricatures of the seventeenth century.
The difficulties presented by this lack of evidence are compounded
further by a dearth of contemporary literary evidence. Only a handful
of theorists wrote about caricature during the Seicento, and then not
in great depth.

With the exception of Filippo Baldinucci's

codification of the definition of caricature in his Vocabolario
published in 1682, the other theorists who wrote about caricature did
so only in a monographic context.

Thus, Giovanni Atanasio Mosini's

discussion in the preface to Annibale Carracci's Le Arti di Bologna
(1646) is concerned only with Annibale's caricatures; Giovanni Pietro
Bellori's remarks, in his lives of Annibale and Agostino Carracci
(1672), deal only with Annibale and his brother; Carlo Cesare Malvasia
{1678) also limited his comments to the Carracci; and Baldinucci (1681)
wrote about caricature solely with reference to Bernini's contribution
to the genre.

As a result, too great an emphasis has been placed on

the caricature production of a few artists.

While theoretical evidence

is certainly of value for an understanding of how caricature was
received during the Seicento, it is of considerably less use in
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assessing the influence those few individuals may have had on other
practitioners of the genre.
It is perhaps natural that caricature was discussed only in
monographic contexts.

It was, after all, a private art, accepted as a

playful diversion, perhaps, but taken much less seriously then than
now.

Concluding his discussion of the Carracci family's caricature

drawings, Malvasia wrote:

"However, these are trifles and fun

exercises, of no consequence if compared with the important and serious
works ... 114 Although attempts were made by Seicento writers to imbue
caricature (or at least the subject of caricature) with a degree of
seriousness, caricature could not possibly have warranted, at least in
the minds of theorists of that age, the extended discussion given to
more orthodox works of the Baroque.
Hence, no history of caricature was ever attempted during the
seventeenth century; no explanation of influences or cross influences
among and between caricature artists was suggested.

Attention was

given, for the most part, to establishing a definition of this new
category of art.
Fortunately, valuable information can be gleaned from the
drawings themselves.

While the theoretical material certainly provides

useful insight into the activity of a few artists as caricaturists, it
can only begin to suggest just how widespread a phenomenon caricature
was in Italy during the Seicento.

4

Malvasia, 1678, I, p. 278.
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CHAPTER TWO:

DEFINITION

The etymology of the word caricature is remarkably clear.
Evidently as old as the practice itself, caricature derives ·from the
Italian verb caricare, which means to load or to charge.

Inasmuch as a

caricature is a distorted depiction of a subject, this type of drawing
is a portrait charged or loaded with comic, often satiric, intent.
According to Giovan Atanasio Masini, in whose 1646 introduction to
Annibale Carracci's Le Arti di Bologna 5 the word was first published,
it was in the Academy of the Carracci in Bologna that caricature was
invented and the word first used.

Masini, supposedly quoting Annibale,

claimed that "in the Carracci school such works were called ritrattini
carichi," or, literally, charged little portraits. 6
An inscription on the only surviving caricature by Domenichino [I]
lends credence to Mosini's claim that the word was first used in the
Carracci circle.

Datable to 1634, the drawing is inscribed "Da

Domenico Zamperi caricato il teologo dell i Sigri Aldobrandini. 117
Assuming that the inscription is contemporary with the production of
the drawing, this page contains the earliest recorded instance of a
form of the verb caricare used in the sense that we now use caricature,
5
Giovanni Atanasio Masini, Diverse fi gure al numero di
ottanta , disegnate di penna nell'hore di ricreatione da Annibale
Carracci ... , Rome, 1646. Reprinted in Mahon, 1947, pp. 259-265.
6

Mahon, 1947, p. 260.

7

See chapter one, note 2.
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and supports the written evidence that the word and activity of
caricature were prevalent among the students of the Carracci, if not
among the Carracci themselves.
By the end of the seventeenth century, the word caricature had
emerged from the confines of the artist's studio and had entered more
public usage.

Thanks to Bernini, it had spread from Italy to France

with his trip there in 1665.8 It appeared in Filippo Baldinucci's
Vocabolario, 9 in essence a lexicon of art terms, in 1682.

By the time

it had reached the Vocabolario, the definition of caricature had been a
matter of theoretical scrutiny for decades.
It was Giovanni Atanasio Masini who first published the word
caricatura in 1646, in the introduction to a series of prints after
drawings by Annibale, entitled, as published later, Le arti di Bologna.
The prints are depictions of peddlers, merchants, beggars, and other
itinerant street folk.

They are not caricatures in any way, but rather

straightforward depictions of ordinary people engaged in ordinary
tasks, much like the subject matter of Annibale's earliest artistic
output.

Masini, however, took this opportunity to expound on other

areas of Annibale's art, including his caricatures.

Claiming to be

quoting Annibale, Masini wrote:
... when the artist copies such [naturally deformed] objects, he
unavoidably enjoys himself and communicates this pleasure to
others, as these objects of nature, being ridiculous in
8

For Bernini's trip to France, see Chantelou, 1885, passim.
For Bernini's contribution to the development of caricature, see Lavin,
1981, pp. 25-54.
9

F. Baldinucci, Vocabolario toscana dell'Arte del Diseono ...
Florence, 1681 (in Vocabolario degli Accademici della Crusca~ Verona,
1804-1806).
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themselves, succeed, when they are well imitated, to delight the
spectator in two ways: with the pleasure that derives from this
funny quality, and with the perfect imitation, which in itself is
a great pleasure.
When, on top of this, the artist
as they are, but exaggerates the
likeness, he adds a third reason
caricat~5e, which, if well done,
more ...

imitates these objects not only
faults, without destroying the
for enjoyment, that is the
makes the spectator laugh even

By 1646, evidently, the definition of caricature had already been
fully developed.

According to Masini (or Annibale, if Mosini's claim

that he was quoting Annibale can be accepted), caricature is an
exaggerated representation of a specific, identifiable individual,
which places emphasis on the exaggeration of that person's unique
features, but does not do so at the expense of the resemblance to the
individual represented.
Masini makes a distinction between caricature and other forms of
comic art.

According to his statement, a naturalistic depiction of a

dwarf, for instance, is humorous because that image is amusing in
itself (though its subject would hardly be so today).

What

distinguishes caricature is the element of exaggeration.

A portrait of

a dwarf thus is not a caricature, yet a drawing that transforms a
person of short stature into a dwarf, thereby exaggerating and drawing
attention to his size, is a caricature.
The key features of Mosini's definition of caricature are twofold:
the exaggeration of faults (or, rather, uniquely peculiar features),
and the maintenance of likeness.

Mosini's text was extremely

influential and became the basis for all seventeenth-century
10

Mahon, 1947, p. 260.
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discussions of the art of caricature.

Furthermore, it was also

responsible for the exaggerated importance given by later theorists to
Annibale's place in the history of caricature.
Bellori's vite of Annibale and Agostino Carracci (1672), 11 for
instance, supplies a definition of caricature that is unchanged from
the one in Mosini's text.

He describes caricature as "figures altered

according to their natural defects, making us laugh by their ridiculous
likeness. 1112 Likewise, Bellori, following Mosini, ignores Agostino's
contribution to the invention of caricature in favour of Annibale's
purported role.
Bellori's is essentially the same definition used by Malvasia in
the first edition of his Felsina Pittrice (1678).13 Obviously familiar
with Mosini's introduction of 1646, Malvasia quoted Mosini's discussion
of caricature at length in a section devoted to Annibale.

For his

description of the caricatures practiced by the Carracci family, he
relied on the established definition of the art.

"Whether the people

who went to the room [i.e., the Academy]," Malvasia wrote, " ... went
there for a pastime, or to study, or to order paintings, or to see [the
Carracci], they were always observed.

The Carracci, without showing

it, would immediately spot in each of [the visitors] either an
outstanding feature to take advantage of, or a faulty element to laugh
11

G. P. Bellori, Le vite de' pittori , scultori et architetti
moderni ... , Rome, 1672.
12
" ... figure alterate in disegno, secondo li naturali difetti
di ciascuno, con ridicolosa rassomigliaza, tantoche muovono a riso."
Bellori, 1968, p. 62.
13

C. C. Malvasia, Felsina pittrice.
boloqnesi, Bologna, 1678.

Vite dei pittori
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at."14
By 1681, the definition of caricature had been so firmly
established that when it appeared in Baldinucci's Vocabolario it did
not differ at all from its original meaning in Mosini's Le arti di
Bologna:
Painters and sculptors say caricare for a way of making portraits
that are as like as possible to the portrayed person as a whole,
but in a playful and sometimes humorous fashion, exaggerate or
enlarge disproportionately defects of the portrayed features, so
that in ¥sneral they appear to be faithful, but in details are
changed.
Baldinucci's definition, applied to the caricature of Bernini,
appeared the next year in his biography of the sculptor.

Except for

minor alterations applicable specifically to Bernini's caricatures, the
meaning of caricature was unchanged:
A particular product of [Bernini's] boldness in drawing was his
work in that sort of sketch we call caricature or "charged
strokes," which fof a joke distort in an uncomplimentary way the
appearance of others, without taking away the likeness of grandeur
if the subjects were, as often happened, princes. Such personages
are inclined to be amused at such entertainment even when their
own appearance is concerned and wo~id pass around the drawings for
other persons of high rank to see.
Baldinucci's definition of 1682 was tailor-made to Bernini's
caricatures which, more often than not, pilloried the appearance of
popes, cardinals, bishops, and others of high rank.

It must have been

in order to dispel any public perceptions of malice on Bernini's part
that Baldinucci believed it necessary to explain that "such personages
are inclined to be amused at such entertainment."
14

Malvasia, I, p. 335.

15

Baldinucci, 1681, p. 14.

16

Baldinucci, 1966, p. 74.

Baldinucci's text
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was as much an attempt to explain caricature to a wider audience as it
was an attempt to legitimize it.
This desire, towards the end of the century, to bring caricature
to a wider audience manifests itself not only in contemporary theory
but also in contemporary practice, for example, in the publication of
Mitelli's caricature prints after Pietro De Rossi, which date to the
year following Baldinucci's Vocabolario.
Throughout the seventeenth century, then, from its first use in
the circle of the Carracci onwards, the word caricature had one single
meaning.

As the ritratto caricato, it meant a portrait, drawn from

life, that exaggerated for comic effect the most prominent features of
a specific, identifiable individual, yet always maintained its
resemblance to the individual portrayed.

11

CHAPTER THREE:

HISTORY

The historical sources of caricature have long been a subject of
speculation.

Various writers, eager to establish age-old precedents

for the art, have found caricatures in the comic-theatrical depictions
in Greek vase painting, in the grotesques of Medieval church
decoration, and even in the crude humour of graffiti. 17 Caricature is
indeed a branch of comic art, but it did not emerge from that genre as
a simple offshoot.

It is more closely linked to the history of

portraiture, that is to say the history of the portrayal of specific
individuals, than it is to the history of the depiction of comic types.
Because caricature involves the alteration or distortion of the
physiognomy of specific individuals rather than the creation of
fantastical comic images, it is to the history of attitudes towards the
deformation of the human form that attention should be turned.

It is

proposed here that caricature, as invented at the end of the sixteenth
century, was a manifestation of a loosening of taboos and stigma
against the distortion of the human form.

What is important is not so

much the sources that the inventors of caricature drew upon, for there
were many, but rather the circumstances that made the invention of
caricature possible.
Up until at least the end of the Renaissance, the image of the
human form and especially that of the human face was considered to be
17
See, for instance, Champfleury, 1875, Wright, 1865, and
Parton, 1877, passim.
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inviolable.

In Antiquity, such importance was attached to the image

of, for instance, a prominent Roman individual, that the removal of his
portrait from public monuments (damnatio memoriae) was equivalent to
eradicating him from public memory.

This voodoo attitude towards

deformity, and specifically towards the deformation of the human image,
persisted into the Middle Ages (where it is most evident in manuscript
illustration) and took on new, very interesting manifestations.
The multi-headed beasts and single-legged creatures that populate
manuscript margins and bestiaries are amusing to our eyes (simply
because they are inventive oddities) but they were probably never so
for their creators.

Instead, the deformities that these grotesque

beings exhibited were clues to their inherent evilness.
In the Middle Ages, it was generally believed that deformity was a
curse visited by God upon the evil.

This is most evident in manuscript

depictions of the so-called monstrous races, whose depictions have
their source in Pliny's encyclopedic listing of strange and exotic
beings, The Natural History.18 They are found most commonly, however,
in ancient and Medieval travel books, in bestiaries, or in the borders
of mappemondo.

They are, without exception, non-European and

non-Christian.
For an ethnocentric European Christian world, the inhabitants of
lands outside its ethnic and spiritual sphere were both alien and evil,
and were always portrayed as unusually deformed.

18
Friedman, 1981, p. 7 ff.
also pp. 9-21.

Their deformity

For a listing of these races, see
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identified them as sinners.19 Their ugliness was a foil to the beauty
of the rest of mankind.

Indeed, their inherent evil prevented them

from having a physical resemblance to the rest of mankind.

In the

fourteenth century, Baldo Ubaldo of Bologna (1319-1400) explained this
matter explicitly:
That which does not have the body of a man is presumed not to have
the soul of a man, because it is presumed ... that nature does not
bestow a soul where there is not a body ... since form gives essence
to a thing, that which does not have the form of man is not a
man. 20
This attitude can be seen pictorially in such images as the
mocking of Christ, where the cruelty of Christ's taunters is embodied
visually in their distorted, sub-human physiognomies.

In allegorical

depictions of vices (in Giotto's Arena Chapel frescoes, to name just
one), or in the countless representations of Satan and other demonic
forces, evil is equated with ugliness.

In these instances, among

others, the iconography of evil is deformity.
Although the monstrous races were, for the most part, imaginary
(based evidently on misperceptions of actual non-European races), this
attitude towards the inherent evil of the physically deformed carried
over into real life.

The products of monstrous births (both human and

animal), the victims of physical handicaps, and so on, were also viewed
as the harbingers of evil, the physical manifestation of the presence
of evil on earth.21
The evil connotations of deformity gradually diminished during the
19

Friedman, 1981, p. 187.

20

Friedman, 1981, p. 180.

21

Friedman, 1981, p. 108 ff.
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Renaissance.

Empirical attitudes, supported by increased travel to the

previously uncharted realms of the "monstrous races," and actual
encounters with such peoples, effectively eliminated their depiction as
grotesque beings.

A hairy wild man eventually replaced the

Cynocephali, Antipodes, Sciopods, Blemmyae, and so on, as a generic
representative of the foreign races (in this case, the previously
unknown peoples of North and South America).22
Fascination with the physically deformed or distorted persisted,
however, into the Renaissance, but without the moralistic overtones it
had in earlier periods.

Hence, the appearance of dwarfs and gnomes in,

to name only a few examples, the paintings of Veronese in the late
sixteenth century, or in the prints and drawings of Stefano della Bella
and Jacques Callot in the early seventeenth, is a sign of a fondness
for showing the exotic as something natural, perhaps strange but hardly
evil.

The grotesque masks that decorate mannerist architecture are

simply decorative motifs, a product of an age that found beauty in the
bizarre, both natural and fantastical.

The gnarled face, for instance,

of Correggio's mad woman in the Accademia in Venice is an objectively
observed and rendered detail and does not serve as a clue to her moral
character.
It is worth noting that Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522-1607), the
Bolognese naturalist, was particularly interested in aberrations of
nature.

His manuscripts, collected in the University of Bologna,

contain such images in abundance.

Yet, Aldrovandi was also interested

in the fantastical, that which had no basis in the natural world.
22

--

Friedman, 1981, p. 197.

In
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one manuscript volume, alongside hand-colored prints of the monstrous
races, are several Aldrovandi-inspired depictions of unusual births
(Siamese twins, hermaphrodites, etc.). 23 Also preserved in the
University are monsters of Aldrovandi's own invention, creatures, now
mummified, formed by him from the reassembled body parts of different
animals.

It is possible that the Carracci, active in Bologna at the

same time as Aldrovandi, shared with him a similar fascination for the
imperfect in nature, a fascination that seems particularly close to
caricature, in itself a means of isolating and exaggerating the
imperfect features of the ordinary human body.24
It is clear from the physical and literary evidence that
caricature was invented in Bologna, in the Academy of the Carracci, in
the final decades of the sixteenth century.

The question of who

exactly was responsible for its invention is a matter of much debate.
According to all the seventeenth century sources, in particular Giovan
Atanasio Masini, and all subsequent writers on the subject, Annibale
Carracci was the creator of the genre.

Arguing against this is the

fact that no caricatures by him exist.

On the other hand, sheets

containing caricature sketches and attributable to Annibale's brother,

23

MS 97 Miscellanea di animali e piante di pinte a colori con
molta finezza, volume VI, folio 67 ff.
24
For an image by Agostino Carracci showing an interest,
parallel to Aldrovandi's, in the imperfect in nature, see the entry on
the painting Tri ple Portrait {"Hairy Harry, Mad Peter , and Tin y Amon" ) ,
Museo e Galleria Nazionale di Capodimonte, Naples, in The Age of
Corregg io and the Carracci: Emilian Painting of the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries, (Washington, New York, Bologna, 1986), cat. 83,
pp. 261-262. Catalogue entry by Daniele Benati.
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Agostino, remain in a few collections. 25

In addition, the earliest

known caricature drawing, a brilliant page crowded with studies of
faces and now in the Oppe collection in London, is dated 1594 and
signed by Agostino himself [2].

This evidence would argue that

Agostino rather than Annibale had the greater role in the genesis of
caricature. 26
Malvasia mentions that not only did Agostino and Annibale practice
caricature, but that their cousin Lodovico also dabbled in the art, at
the same time professing a disgust for it (especially when he was its
victim):
Secretly drawing, [Annibale] would even caricature his relatives,
including Lodovico, who took great offense. If it had not been
for his [Lodovico's] goodness, which made him excuse the action as
an inconsiderate, stupid joke rather than taking it as a malicious
insolence, the punishment would have been much worse, especially
as he heard that Annibale did not consider it a great sin and
ans~ered his father that they had seen Lodovico himself making
caricatures. 27
Agostino's caricatures, if his entire production can be judged on
the basis of the few examples that survive, seem to have been quick,
25
The Royal Collection at Windsor Castle possesses a number of
these sheets (Wittkower, 1952, cats. 131, 140 verso, 142, and 173-176).
26
Annibale's contribution to the invention of caricature has
been over-stressed since the publication of Mosini's introduction to Le
Arti di Bologna (1646). Diane De Grazia, in Prints and Related
Drawings by the Carracci Famil y (1979, p. 67, n. 83), and in her
forthcoming article, "L'altro Carracci della Galleria Farnese:
Agostino come inventore, to be published in the Acts of the French
Academy, has argued that because Mosini's text was written to accompany
a collection of prints by Annibale, his bias was naturally towards
Annibale's caricature production and he thus ignored the work of
Agostino entirely. De Grazia also notes that Mancini, twenty-six years
earlier, had made no such claim for Annibale's invention of caricature,
but rather had written that this type of drawing had been created in
the Carracci Academy and practiced by both Annibale and Agostino.
27 Malvasia, I, p. 277.
11
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casual sketches, doodles more than independent drawings, which appear
crowded together on sheets of paper, very often with more serious
drawings.

It is, however, from the rare page in the Armida Oppe

collection that the clearest idea of Agostino's activity and intentions
as a caricaturist can be formed.
The Oppe sheet, signed by Agostino and dated on 26 October 1594
(Agostino Ca Fee 26 8bre 1594), is a rarity in the history of
caricature, given that so few of these drawings are signed and even
fewer are dated.
Agostino's caricature, drawn in brown ink on white paper (20.3 x
27.9 cm), shows an ideal head in profile encircled by an accumulation
of other heads, not all of which may be, strictly speaking,
caricatures.

They are more likely a combination of fanciful, grotesque

heads drawn from Agostino's imagination, straightforward portraits of
ordinary people, and caricature portraits drawn from life.

The man

whose face appears in profile in the lower left hand corner of the page
is familiar from a number of Agostino's drawings.2 8 Judging from his
distinctive features and the fact that in many other drawings his head
is seen from a number of different angles, his appearance on the Oppe
page suggests that he was drawn from life (Agostino must have had many
opportunities to study this man's features) and thus is not simply a
comic type as many of the other characters on the page seem to be.
The presence on the Oppe drawing of the ideal head seems to imply
that Agostino conceived of caricature as something opposed to the ideal
28
For a selection of drawings by Agostino featuring this
particular character, see Posner, 1971, I, figs. 57-60.
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tradition of depicting the human face.

There seems to be an insistence

that the ordinary, the grotesque, and the caricatured faces, grouped
all together as an apparently anti-classical majority, are a better
representation of the norm than is the ideal face.

A better reading of

Agostino's drawing, however, may be found by comparing his sketch with
a statement attributed by Masini to Annibale on the working methods of
the caricaturist, and the distinctions between classical and
caricatured beauty:
... when a good painter does a caricature well, he imitates Raphael
and the other great painters, who are not satisfied with natural
beauty but collect various elements from various objects and from
the most perfect statues, to arrive at an absolute perfection.
Therefore, a caricature shows a better knowledge of nature in
reproducing that big nose or that large mouth, to arrive at a
beautiful deformity in that object. But when nature has not
succeeded in distorting that nose or that mouth or any other part
to the point of a beautiful deformity, the great artist, who knows
how to help nature, stresses that distortion more expressively,
and presents to the ~ijectators a caricature which comes nearest to
a perfect deformity.
Thus, according to Annibale, in order to create his images of
heightened deformity, the caricaturist uses the same means employed by
the most admired painters of the past.

Just as the great painters

improved upon nature to create ideal beauty, the caricaturist enhances
nature, in the same way, to create an ideal deformity.

Although the

tone of the passage is mock-serious, there seems no reason to doubt, as
many have,30 the truth of its statement.
Caricature then, as conceived by the Carracci, and as evidenced by
29

Translated from Mahon, 1947, pp. 260-262.

30 Mahon, 1947, pp. 262-263, n. 47; Posner, 1971, I, p. 164, n.
88; Boschloo, 1974, I, p. 43. Spear, 1982, I, p. 39, accepted the
accuracy of the statement.
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Agostino's drawing and Annibale's quotation, is not something opposed
to the classical tradition, but instead exists parallel to it.
Caricature activity effectively ceased in Bologna as a consequence
of the departures of Agostino and Annibale and their circle for Rome
and would not resurface as a prominent genre there until the return of
Guercino in 1641.

It was primarily in Rome, through the efforts of the

Carracci and their students in the early part of the century, and those
of Bernini later, that caricature flourished during the seventeenth
century.
One can only speculate on the identities of the most active
practitione rs of caricature in the Carracci circle.

There is evidence

that Domenichino, Francesco Albani, Guercino, and others of the
Bolognese school in Rome were all accomplished caricaturis ts.
Unfortunately, as in the case of Annibale, very few caricatures by any
of them survive.

Those attributed to Albani, though he was supposed to
have been quite prolific, are few and difficult to support. 31
The only securely attributabl e caricature by Domenichino [I]
probably dates to the summer of 1634 when he was recovering from "his
traumatic flight from Naples 11 32 at the Villa Aldobrandini in Frascati.
His biographer, Passeri, was also at Frascati at that time and
described Domenichino's refuge in the humour of caricature.
In the early evening hours after supper, each of us retired to his
room, and Domenico always arranged to go alone to draw, not
wanting to be seen. And sometimes, to cheer himself up, he made
those caricatured portraits of the rest of us and the others who
31

Oxford.
32

One such drawing, attributed to Albani, is at Christ Church,
See Shaw, 1976, cat. 981.
Spear, 1982, I, p. 38.
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were at the Villa [Aldobrandini] at the time, and when he finished
them, he burst into the loudest laughter, so [Giovanni Angelo]
Canini and I, who were staying next to his room, ran to him out of
curiosity to know why he laughed, and he showed us his witty,
delightful things. He changed my portrait, doing me with a guitar
in hand; [a portrait] of Canini; of the guardarobba, who was
crippled with gout; of the sottoquardarobba, who was a ridiculous
figure; and since we might get angry by being drawn, he [also]
made himself very funny. These §aricatures Signor Giovan Pietro
Bellori now keeps in his study.3
This passage is important for at least three reasons.

It is one

of the few pieces of evidence supporting Domenichino's activity as a
caricaturist.

It is the only known description from the seventeenth

century of a self-caricature.

And it is also a very rare document of

the early collecting of caricature.

Besides Passeri's record of

Bellori's collection of Domenichino's caricatures, there is also
evidence, according to both Malvasia and Bellori, of a book of
caricature drawings in the possession of Lelio Orsini.

The whereabouts

of those two collections is now unknown.
Guercino's caricatures, 34 unlike those by his contemporaries,
abound; this probably is due to his well-known habit of hoarding his
drawings.

However, because of the fact that he had a large number of

students whose drawing style closely approximated his own, many of the
caricatures attributed to him may not in fact be from his hand.
Whether drawn by Guercino or not, though, this abundance of visual
evidence reveals a very clear picture of the type of caricature
produced by Guercino and his followers.
The circumstances of Guercino's introduction to the art of
33
Translation in Spear, 1982, I, pp. 38-39, from Passeri, ed.
1934, p. 63.

34

For a selection, see Mahon, 1969; cats. 233-239.
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caricature are a matter of speculation only.

He must have been

inspired to draw caricatures during his brief stay in Rome from 1621 to
1623, as it was only there that he could have come into contact with
active caricaturists.
The most obvious source of inspiration for Guercino's caricature
drawing would have been Domenichino, who was moving in circles in Rome
close to Guercino's and was a Bolognese compatriot.

However,

Guercino's style of caricature drawing is far removed from
Domenichino's, though this hardly rules out the possible conceptual
influence from the older master.

Guercino's caricatures are some of

the most beautiful (if such a word can be associated with that genre at
all) created during the seventeenth century.

He applied to this new

genre the same type of draughtsmanship that he used for all other
aspects of his graphic art.
Guercino's caricatures are lively, involving drawings.

In many of

them, for the most part, he used the bust-portrait format [3] in order
to concentrate most effectively on his sitter's facial features.

In

his full-frontal caricatures [4],35 the line is at its most simple
(forms seem barely scratched onto the page).

In others, more emphasis

is given to the definition both of the form and the psychology of the
sitter.

A variety of pen strokes and selectively applied, translucent

washes often enliven these particular caricatures.

There is in these a

great attention devoted not only to the humour of the subject but also
to the physical beauty of the drawing itself.
Guercino's style was to have a profound effect on the course of
35

For instance, Mahon, 1969, 235-238.
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North Italian caricature drawing in the middle and later part of the
century.
In Rome concurrently, the most important caricaturist was Giovanni
Lorenzo Bernini, who was, as Guercino, probably also inspired to draw
caricatures by Domenichino.

Despite their common source in

Domenichino's drawings, Bernini's caricatures are very different from
Guercino's.

Bernini's activity as a caricaturist has already been well

researched, 36 but certain aspects of his contribution to the early
history of the genre should be highlighted.
One of Bernini's greatest contributions to the early history of
caricature was the popularity he brought the still young art form.

By

introducing the Roman papal circle (and the French regal retinue with
his trip to Paris in 1665) to the art, he made caricature acceptable,
though on a decidedly elite level, and brought it wider appreciation.
This, as Lavin notes, would have been impossible were it not for the
important status held by Bernini at the Vatican.37
Bernini's are some of the earliest surviving caricatures of
identifiable people.

Although an integral part of the definition of

caricature is the connection between these drawings and an actual
individual, the identity of its earliest victims has become lost with
the passage of time.

Fortunately, this is not the case with most of

Bernini's caricatures because they portray people whose images are
already well documented by other sources.
The popes, cardinals, and so on, who posed for Bernini's
36

Notably (and most recently) by Lavin, 1981, pp. 27-54.

37

Lavin, 1981, p. 47.
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caricatures presumably accepted and enjoyed the brutal depictions that
emerged from the artist's pen.

Probably Bernini's first such victim

was Cardinal Scipione Borghese, a caricature portrait of whom is in the
Biblioteca Vaticana and is datable to 1632 [5], when Bernini is
estimated to have begun drawing caricatures.
From his earliest (Scipione Borghese in 1632) to his latest (Pope
Innocent XI in 1676, [6]) drawings of this sort, Bernini's approach to
the portrait caricature was simple and direct.

In just a few crude

strokes, he fashioned a devastating satire of the image of his sitter.
His drawing of Scipione Borghese, for instance, is composed of no more
than a few curves, sweeps, and licks of the pen, yet captures the very
essence of the appearance of the Cardinal, which seems to be as
recognizable in this sketch as it is in the more flattering bust by
Bernini in the Galleria Borghese, Rome.
Two distinct trends in caricature emerged during the second half
of the seventeenth century.

One is a style that can be associated with

Roman artists and has its roots in the caricatures of Bernini and the
Carracci.

The other is a type practiced for the most part in Bologna,

by Guercino and his followers.
Roman caricatures, deriving from those of Bernini, are
deliberately crude drawings, consisting usually of only a very few
lines, sparsely placed on a page.

Ink washes, hatching, and all other

niceties of draughtsmanship are avoided.

Instead, the caricaturist

concentrates on an image that is stark in both form and content.

The

humour found in a Roman caricature drawing is immediate; it relies for
its impact on the viewer's instant recognition of the subject and his
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rapid comprehension of the joke.
Such may be said of the only known caricature, in the Galleria
Nazionale delle Stampe, Rome, by Giovanni Battista Gaulli, called
Baciccio (1639-1709), whose indebtedness to Bernini's art is already
well-known.

Obviously derivative from Bernini's own caricatures,

Baciccio's drawing of the artist Mario Nuzzi de'Fiori (1603-1673),
dated on the verso to 25 August 1666 [7],38 is a very simple fulllength portrait achieved with only the barest of means -- a few
carefully placed and deliberately sloppy lines.

Baciccio's treatment

of his subject is also as biting as the iron gall ink used for the
sketch.
The Gabinetto Nazionale delle Stampe possesses many other examples
of the type of caricature practiced by Roman artists during the
Seicento.

The most securely attributed of these are by Ciro Ferri. 39

Drawn on sheets containing more serious studies, these caricatures were
not meant to stand as independent drawings.

Though they differ in that

respect from Bernini's (and even Baciccio's) drawings, they are still
representative of the Roman caricature style:

they are deliberately

simple, spontaneous sketches, direct in presentation and economic in
technique.
This is immediately evident in other caricatures preserved in the
Gabinetto Nazionale delle Stampe.

Many are ascribed to Bernini, though

their poor quality discourages such an attribution.
38

Obviously inspired

See MacAndrew, 1972, p. 121 and plate 8.

39 See Giannatiempo, 1977, cats. 6 verso, 54 recto and verso,
and 131 verso.
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by, perhaps even copied from, Bernini, they are more than likely Roman
and suggest a more widespread taste for this type of caricature than
has heretofore been recognized.
Also inspired by the example of Bernini is Angelo de'Rossi (16711715).

His caricatures [8],40 which have only recently begun to be

known, are close in spirit to Baciccio's solitary example:

they, too,

consist of bold slashes of heavily inked lines laid sloppily onto a
page.
One Roman artist whose caricatures deserve much more attention is
Carlo Maratta (1625-1713). 41 In Maratta's oeuvre, one finds portraits
of drooling, pop -eyed clerics [9], many executed in red chalk, a medium
very rarely used for caricatures during the seventeenth century.

The

usual delicacy of the chalk medium does nothing, however, to soften the
impact of these savage images.
The Bolognese or, rather, the North Italian style of caricature
drawing is essentially that produced by Guercino and his school.
caricatures have less crudity than those made in Rome.

These

They are

amusing, accessible drawings, usually consisting of flowing lines
sometimes enlivened and unified by a rich, warm ink wash.
organic quality:

They have an

their forms are full and round, and flow into one

another; they are not flat, jagged, and pieced together, as are those
in Roman caricatures.

Their charm comes through in their gentle humour

and subtle technique.
40

Harris, 1975, pp. 158-160, and Conforti, 1976, p. 67.

41 There is a large collection of caricatures by Maratta in the
Real Academia de S. Fernando, Madrid. For an example, see Perez
S4nchez, 1978, cat. 50.
~
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Guercino's influence was felt most in his immediate circle, with
his cousins, the Gennari, and his students.

A caricature of a cook,

dated 1681, by Cesare Gennari (1637-1688) in the collection of the
Princeton Art Museum [10],42 shows the impact that Guercino's
caricature style had in Northern Italy, even years after his death.
Gennari's sketch is drawn with nervous, undulating lines that combine
to create a whole form, not just a portrait head, but a character in
context (his large hat and the mortar and pestle he holds, the
attributes of his profession, are as important as the peculiarities of
his face).
Perhaps the finest exponent of the North Italian style is Pier
Francesco Mola (1612-1666), whose caricatures take much of the crudity
of Roman humour and mollify it through the subtlety of the North
Italian technique.

Despite his Roman training, Mola was deeply

indebted to Venetian art 43 and Guercino, an influence that is instantly
evident in his caricature drawings .
Stylistically, Mala's caricatures emerge directly out of
Guercino's -- they display the same searching, cursive pen line and
broad, transparent washes used to create tangible, three dimensional
forms.

Mola used this inherited style to delineate comic characters

that he then placed in humorous situations.

More than any other

Italian caricaturist before him, by adding narrative to the caricature,
Mola broadened the format of the genre, using it for more profound
comic ends.

Thus, a drawing by him in the Ashmolean Museum [11] shows

42

Roli, 1969, cat. 52.

43

See Cocke, 1972, p. 13 ff, and Harris, 1964, pp. 363-368.
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a man, perhaps a courtly gentleman, carving a capon, surrounded by an
arsenal of cutlery -- a huge fork and an ax.

This is more than just a

burlesque portrayal of that man's physical appearance; it is surely a
satire of the man himself.

The same may be said of Mala's caricature,

formerly in the collection of Bernard Houtthaker, of Queen Christina of
Sweden.

Not only are the Queen's physical flaws savagely mocked, but

so too is her well-known interest in the arts (her monstrous hands hold
a palette and painting tools).
The humour in Mala's caricatures is often vicious and biting:

to

demonstrate, for instance, in a drawing in the collection of Janos
Scholz [12], the hypocrisy of a priest, he focused attention on a
proudly displayed phallus, set in the center of the scene, beside the
priest's deathbed.
Although much of the meaning of Mola's caricatures has become
obscured over time, their comic substance still makes them engaging
scenes, rather than swift (one might say superficial) attacks on the
physical flaws of some individual.
A group of little-known caricatures in the Brandolini dall'Aste
albums in the Biblioteca Communale Saffi in Forl1 also exhibits this
North Italian style [13].

These tiny wash sketches of various subjects

have been traditionally attributed to Giovanni Antonio Burrini
(1656-1727) ba~ed on an old inscription found on each page ("A. Burino

fec.").44 They are all drawn with a swift brush and a variety of ink
washes, with only a few slight touches of the pen, a technique that
certainly owes much to the influence of Guercino's caricatures.
44

In one

First cited, but not reproduced, in Cazort and Johnston, p. 122.
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drawing, Burrini added his wash immediately over the wet pen work,
causing the pen line to spread into the areas of wash, and giving the
whole a soft, evocative quality.
The influence of this North Italian manner was not as far reaching
as that of the Roman style.

Its culmination can be found in the

caricatures of Giambattista Tiepolo.
on in Northern Italy.

Guercino's influence did not live

When Marco Ricci, Antonio Maria Zanetti, and

other Venetian artists began drawing caricatures, it was towards the
simpler, harder-hitting Roman style, finally made popular by Pier Leone
Ghezzi, that they turned.
By the end of the century, the Roman style of caricature drawing
was predominant in Italy.

A major exception was the Bolognese artist,

Giuseppe Maria Mitelli, whose interest in caricature and graphic satire
gave new life to what was, by that time, no longer a new genre.
In 1686, Mitelli produced a series of twelve etchings of a
satirical nature using caricatured subjects.
deviation from his usual print production.

This was hardly a
Indeed, much of his work in

graphics involved satire, and he was quite an accomplished caricaturist
in his own right.

What was unusual was that this series was not of his

own invention, but rather was the creation of a certain Pietro De
Rossi, who is identified on several of the engravings as a Roman
artist.

Beyond that identification, nothing is known of him, and no

more is known of his connection with Mitelli.

Were it not for his role

in the creation of the drawings for the series of prints by Mitelli, De
Rossi would be an altogether unknown figure in the history of
caricature.
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The prints by Mitelli are interesting for several reasons, and are
especially important historically because they were the first
caricatures printed and published in the seventeenth century.

Prior to

the publication of the Mitelli prints, caricature was a very private
art.

Above all, it was an art that was being slowly developed in

isolated circles by only a few artists (equally isolated were the
discussions of caricature in seventeenth-century theoretical texts).
Outside of those small circles, caricature had no real audience (even
Bernini's papal audience, though important, was a small one).

With the

publication of the prints by Mitelli, however, caricature finally moved
from its insular status into the public realm.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

THE MUNICH ALBUM

On 4 May 1897, the Staatliche Graphische Sammlung in Munich
purchased from Wilhelm Gutthinger, a Munich book dealer, a
leather-bound album of caricatures traditionally attributed to Annibale
Carracci.

Before it came into Gutthinger's hands, it belonged to the

coll ection of a J.B. Powis, whose book plate appears inside its
covers. 45
On the first page of the album is an inscription that reads:
"Scherzi/Baffi, Satire/et caricatu-/re di mano/d'Hannibale/
Carracci/Bolognese." This title is repeated and elaborated on the
second page:

"Scherzi/Baffi satire et caricature de main d'Hannibale

Carracci, bolognese/badinage petit nain satyre et caricature de main
d'Hannibale Carracci de Bologne - recuiel de dessins fait

a la

plume et

au crayon dans un genre ou l'ont fait qu'annibal carrachy en jouant
vendu chez le president Cotte ... ouvrage unique. 46 An incised title
11

on the binding of the book reasserts these French and Italian
attributions:

"DESSINS FAIT A LA PLUME

□ 'HANNIBAL

CARRACI."

45
According to Boeck, 1954, p. 154, n. 2, this is a
combination of the coats of arms of the Powis de Tenbossche and Van
Halewijck families, whose alliance occurred with the marriage on 29
February 1796, in Brussels, of Louis-Benoit-Ghislain Powis de
Tenbossche (1772-1847) to Marie-Fran~oise-Louise-Ghislaine van
Halewijck (1772-1807).
46
As noted by Boeck, 1954, p. 154, n. 1, there is a Robert de
Cotte (1656-1735) listed in Lugt. Most of his collection of drawings,
prints, manuscripts, etc., was sold to the Bibliotheque Nationale,
Paris, by one of his grandsons in 1811.
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Inside the album, glued at the corners to its one-hundred-and-ten
pages, are one-hundred-and-twenty caricature drawings.

Written on the

drawings throughout the album, in graphite and assumedly in the hand of
Wilhelm Gutthinger, are a variety of inscriptions.
number from one to ten, and the provenance:
Powis."

On each there is a

"Powis" or "Sa[m]mlung

Throughout, there appears the repeated attribution to Annibale:

"d'hanibal [or simply "d'h"] Carracci."
Rudolf Wittkower and Heinrich Brauer were the first to publish
several of the caricatures from the Munich album in their book of 1931
on the drawings of Bernini. 47 There they accepted the traditional
attribution of those caricatures to Annibale Carracci.

Later, however,

in his catalogue of the drawings of the Carracci at Windsor Castle
(1952), Wittkower rejected his earlier attribution, insisting that the
Munich drawings were not by Annibale (or for that matter by any of the
Carracci) and could not be dated any earlier than 1650.48
Subsequent to its publication by Brauer and Wittkower, the Munich
album has only been studied extensively three times:

in 1934 by W. R.

Juynboll in his dissertation on seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
Italian caricature,49 and in 195450 and 196851 by Wilhelm Boeck.

These

studies concentrated, for the most part, on establishing attributions
47

Brauer and Wittkower, 1931, p. 182.

48

Wittkower, 1952, p. 18, n. 34.

49

Juynboll, 1934, pp. 108-116.

50

Boeck, 1954, 154-173.

51 W. Boeck, Inkunabeln der Bildniskarikatur bei bologneser
Zeichnern des 17. Jahrhunderts, Stuttgart, 1968.
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for the apparently very different drawings in the album.
In his dissertation of 1934, Juynboll challenged the longstanding attribution of the drawings to Annibale Carracci.

On the basis

of evidence such as costume types and the stylistic derivation of
certain figure types from Jacques Callot's Varie figure gobbi (1621),
Juynboll claimed that the caricatures dated to the mid- or lateseventeenth century and were by a variety of hands.

Although he did not

propose attributions for the drawings, he did suggest that they were
probably Bolognese, or at least represented a Bolognese type of
caricature.
Juynboll's other contributions to the study of the caricatures in
the album are important.

He was the first author to note the

relationship between several of the drawings and three sheets in the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Paris.

His proposal that many of the drawings

represent scenes from the popular theatre is certainly worthy of further
study.
Boeck's article of 1954 provided most of the physical ground-work
for investigations of the drawings in the album.

The value of his

careful analyses of the contents of the album and his exhaustive
searches for comparative material is undeniable.

Despite this, many of

the conclusions he reached have now been found to be incorrect.
Although he acknowledged Wittkower's deattribution in 1952 of the
drawings in the album from Annibale, Boeck insisted that the group of
red and black chalk drawings that begin the album (36924-36928 and
36930-36932) were in fact by Annibale.

In addition to attributing those

drawings (and a few others) to him, he also proposed attributions to
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Bartolomeo Passerotti, to Giuseppe Maria Mitelli, to Pietro De Rossi,
and to two anonymous masters active mid-century.

Above all, Boeck

emphasized the fact that the caricatures in the album traced the course
of the Bolognese tradition of caricature drawing from the latesixteenth to the late-seventeenth century.
In his study of 1968, Boeck reiterated many of the attributions he
had made in his earlier article, and proposed a few others (to Pier
Francesco Mola, for instance).

Only one of those attributions, to

Pietro De Rossi, it will be shown, is correct.
This study, like its predecessors, is also devoted to finding a
secure attribution for the Munich caricatures and is based on evidence I
have discovered that was either overlooked or unknown to previous
scholars.

To that end, in this chapter, I will embark on a detailed

study of the drawings that make up the Munich album.
Although at first glance, there appears to be an assortment of
different hands responsible for the drawings, it is clear, upon closer
scrutiny, that they are, in fact, with only a few exceptions, the
product of a single artist.

This becomes evident as correspondences of

theme, character, composition, and draughtsmanship, as well as those of
a more physical nature (paper type, for instance) make themselves
manifest.
The papers used for the caricature drawings are all of a
consistent kind -- a light-weight, beige, laid paper.
watermarks are also consistent.

The five types of

The most common is an anchor inscribed
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in a circle with a star above.52 There is a crest with a kneeling
saint,53 a walking man in a circle,54 a four-armed cross in a circle
with a cross above,55 and a bird on a three-mound hillock. 56 Some of
these are found commonly on Roman paper of the mid- to late-seventeenth
century. 57 While this variety of watermarks cannot in itself support
the claim that the drawings come from a single studio, it does argue for
a fairly narrow chronological and geographical origin.
At some point in the history of the Munich drawings, before they
were put into their album, a number of the sheets were cut.
caricatures show signs of having been cropped:

Many of the

entire limbs of figures

have been severed, as have been the continuations of complex
compositions.

I have, however, found ten such sheets that fit

together, 58 and have been able to reconstruct once-lost relationships
among the drawings.
These pairings bring together a number of seemingly unrelated
drawings.

One pair, for example, 36941 [14] and 37035 [15], because it

52
Inventory numbers 36951, 36955, 36959, 36967, 36973, 36984,
36991, 37035, 37041.
53

Inventory numbers 36938, 36940, 36997, 37011, 37015.

54

Inventory numbers 36953, 36969, 37033, 37036.

55

Inventory numbers 36998, 37000, 37031.

56

Inventory numbers 36965, 37002, 37018.

57
Comparable watermarks may be found in Giannatiempo, 1977.
The anchor watermark is close to number 3 in the appendix on filiqrane;
the bird on the hillock is close to number 6; and the crest is similar
to number 36.
58 37030 and 37034; 37005 and 36956; 36988 and 36967; 36941 and
37035; 36934 and 36962.
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physically unites, as one page [16], a group of woman and a group of
men, links the series of caricatures of women 59 with the rest of the
drawings (all depictions of men) in the album.

Before the discovery of

this connection, the caricatures of the women appeared to form a
separate and distinct group unrelated to the other drawings and
seemingly by a different hand.
In these drawings, the Munich caricaturist adopts a uniform
approach to the female characters.
creatures in low-cut bodices.

They are all grotesque, large-busted

One group (37042) [19] is sarcastically

identified as the nine muses. 60 The treatment of form is consistent
throughout.

Attention is given to the textures of the women's dresses

(emphasized by the dry repetition of line) and hair (drawn with a swift,
squiggly stroke).

Facial features are formed with short slashes of the

pen on the more elaborate pages (36995) [25] or with long, lazy
contours on the sketchier ones (36958) [20].
This treatment continues from the sketch of the women on 37035 [15]
to that of the mixed group on 36941 [14], where the dry pen line and
emphasis on the texture of fabrics already evidenced throughout the
series of drawings of women reappears.

That 37035 connects both

physically and stylistically with 36941 makes it easier to associate it
with the rest of the works in the album.

Others of these pairings,

however, display very different drawing techniques.
The disparity in draughtsmanship between the two sheets 36934 [28]
59
Inventory numbers 36938, 36942, 36943, 36958, 36963, 36973,
36992, 36994, 36995, 37039, and 37042 [17-27].
60 The drawing is inscribed "Canto [not "Corro" as deciphered by
Boeck, 1954, p. 172] delle nove muse/li musi."
~
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and 36962 [29], for instance, shows the variety of line that can be
found throughout the album.

The scrawled line on 36934 is difficult to

reconcile with the richer, more varied line of its continuation on
36962, yet both surely were done on the same page by one hand [30].
This range of style is visible also on 36988 [31] and 36967 [32].
Here one can see a combination of full forms (the figure with the ink
splotch on his left eye, for instance) rendered in a fluid, secure hand
on the same page [33] as more casually drawn forms in a tremulous hand
(note especially the quaking line in the areas of the cloak and right
arm of the long-haired man seen in profile towards the right).

In the

background appear an assortment of childishly scribbled figures. Because
of the fact that pages such as these physically fit together, it is
necessary to accept such incongruities of draughtsmanship as from one
hand.

The artist responsible for the handsome treatment of the tiny

cloaked figure in the central background of page 36956 [34] is without
question the same one capable of the casual calligraphy of the doodled
figure at the far right of 37005 [35], the sheet to which 36956 connects
[36].

Other pairings are stylistically easier to accept.

37030 [37] and

37034 [38], for instance, display similar characters and a similar
approach to form [39]. 61 Details of costume are carefully indicated and
there is rich hatching throughout.

As opposed to many of the other

figures in the album, most of these characters are given fully
delineated limbs.

Attention is given to the subtlety of poses.

Note,

61 Boeck's suggestion, 1954, p. 164, that the awkwardly
scribbled figure at the right is by another hand is not convincihg.
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for instance, the figure at the far right of 37030 who stands in profile
with his belly drooping laxly over his belt and his hands behind his
back, and the lean man second from the left of 37034 who twists his
torso around to look front.
The apparently divergent quality of draughtsmanship evident on
these pairs of sheets warns us to expect very different approaches to
form throughout the album.

Despite the apparent dissimilarities of

technique present in the drawings, there is, seemingly, only one hand
responsible for them.

This becomes clear when the drawings are

considered in groups.
The most obviously coherent group are the eight drawings in red and
black chalk that begin the album. 62 Technically, both in the medium and
the way in which form is handled, these are all alike.
single figure or a pair of figures isolated on the page.

Each features a
There is only

the barest indication of a setting -- a slight sweep of chalk for the
ground on which the figures stand.

Red chalk is used for skin (the face

and the hands), and black for clothing and accessories.

A soft contour

outlines each figure, and hatching is used liberally throughout.
The style of these sensitively rendered portraits appended to
dwarfish physiques appears inconsistent with that of the others in the
album.

However, there is one sheet to which these chalk drawings are

directly related and it, in turn, connects them with the larger group of
ink drawings.
Page 37033 [48], a rapidly scribbled pen and ink composition,
labelled in a banner running across the top of the page, Dischorsi
62

Inv. 36924-36928 [40-44] and 36930-36932 [45-47].
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Segreti, contains three of the characters found in the series of chalk
drawings.

The nude figure in the center of 37033 is recognizable from

page 36928 [44] because his stance and the jaunty tilt of his feather
cap are identical on both sheets.

The second figure from the right is

comparable to the well dressed gentleman on 36925 [41].

And the final

figure at the very right of the sheet is found at the right side of
36926 [42].

Although he does not appear in the series of chalk

drawings, the tall, thin figure at the left of 37033 is seen elsewhere
in the album.

In the left hand corner of 36987 [49] this particular

figure, with his cloak pulled up mysteriously over his face, is
reproduced in the same form as he appears in the drawing of the
Dischorsi Seqreti.
These figures of the 0ischorsi Segreti in ink must certainly have
been done after and by the same hand responsible for the chalk figures.
The pen line in the Dischorsi reproduces, in a limp, fluid scrawl, the
barest indications of the forms of the figures already established in
the chalk drawings.

The figures in Dischorsi Segreti are obviously

copied from the chalk figures, yet the former do not exhibit the
copyist's typically strict adherence to a model.

The ink figures were

drawn by someone with an intimate understanding of the form of each
chalk character (hence the casual, self-assured draughtsmanship),
someone more interested in creating a relationship between preexisting
characters than simply copying them.

The explicit understanding of form

apparent both in the subtle chalk drawings and in the ink sketch
suggests that they were all designed and drawn by the same artist.
Formally, the Dischorsi Segreti sheet relates to those few
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drawings in the album that also have banners (either with or without
inscribed title).

Closest to the Dischorsi Seqreti sheet is the

composition entitled Mastro di Scola di Tut le lei Scientie (37003)
[50].

Both are multi-figure compositions in which a small group crowds

around a central character or pair of characters who provide the focus
of interest.

In Dischorsi Seqreti, a tiny group encircles a nude with a

feathered cap.

In Mastro di Scola, the onlookers are riveted to the

confrontation between the man in the center holding a book and the
gentleman who approaches him.

This type of composition is also used for

the drawing on sheet 36952 [51].

Although it carries no banner, it is

obviously related to the two sheets mentioned above.

As in those

works, a motley crowd clusters around a solitary individual, in this
case a tall, lean figure with wind-blown hair.
There are three other drawings that display similar banners (and a
similar type of composition):

36960, entitled Panza Matta [52]; 36961,

called Belli Baffi [53]; and 36972 [54], which is untitled.

In each of

these scenes, the focal character is elevated above the crowd of
onlookers.

A number of other drawings in the album (36940, 36957,

36959, 36989) [55-58], although lacking the banner and inscribed title,
also show the same sort of raised division between spectacle and
spectator.
The fact that several of these drawings carry inscribed titles,
specifically in banners, would suggest that they were conceived for use
in prints.

Many other caricatures in the album also seem to have been

intended for groups of prints.

Panza Matta, Belli Baffi, and their

compositionally related drawings, for instance, form an obvious series:
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they are all images that concentrate on an isolated character or group
of characters and feature a banner that describes the subject of the
drawing.

There are other such groups, oriented towards series of

prints, throughout the album.
Pages 36955, 36978, 36981, 37013, and 37016 [59-63], for instance,
form one of the clearest groups in the album.

The uncomplicated pen

line and Spartan composition link all of these works stylistical ly.
Moreover, they are also connected thematicall y.

Together these drawings

represent the five senses, respectivel y, Smell, Touch, Sight, Taste, and
Hearing.

As a group, they are charmingly simple.

Each figure is

isolated on the page and displays only the barest attributes of the
sense he is meant to symbolize.
of himself.

Hearing [59] holds two bells in front

Taste [60] touches his distended belly and points with one

finger to his empty mouth.

Sight's [61] surprise is evident in his wide

open eyes and upheld arms.

Touch [62] places both his hands on his

hips.

Smell [63] twists his body into an elegant arabesque as he

pinches his nose to ward off the offensive odour of what Boeck described
as a tiny figure,63 but which is almost certainly animal excreta.
One other group that deserves attention, if only to demonstrate
further the extent of stylistic incongruiti es that abound throughout the
album, is 37028 [64] and its two studies, 36936 verso [65], and 37024
[66].

On the verso of 36936 is a simple sketch of a paunchy man with a

flat profile and tall crowned hat.

This figure is related to the first

man on the left of 37028; given its lack of elaboration and quick
63 Boeck, 1968, p. XXIII, "Pulicinell a im Trikot, sfch an die
Nase greifend, und winziges FigUrchen. 11
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treatment, it is probably an early idea for that character.

On the left

half of 37024 is a study for the central character of 37028.

Also
related to this group is a drawing in the Fogg Art Museum [67]. 64 The
figure on the left side of the page in the Fogg is identical to the man
seen in the background, facing front, behind the striding man in the
right foreground of 37028.

His surly facial expression, his costume

(especially the tall, tapered crown of his hat), and his stance, with
both hands in front of his body grasping his belt, are the same in both
drawings.

In contrast to 37028, all three of these sketches display a

much simplified approach to the definition of characters.
The two extremes of the Munich caricaturis t's draughtsmanship may
be seen in these few examples.

In more ambitious drawings, such as

37028, his compositions are carefully worked out, and forms are fully
delineated with an abundance of hatching and lively pen work.

In

sketches, such as 37024 and 36936 verso, he isolates parts of
compositions, usually concentrating on just one or a few figures.

In

drawings such as these, his attention is often focused on roughing out
poses, attitudes, or basic forms of characters, in order to establish
relationshi ps between them.

Sometimes his pen line is sloppy; forms are

only barely suggested by him and left for later elaboration .

He only

rarely uses hatching.
Even from these few groups of drawings, it is possible to isolate
certain features peculiar to the style of the Munich draughtsman.

One

need only look at the way in which he treats specific details, such as
64 Accession number 1960.178. Published in Schulz, 197li cat.
18, p. 25, as "Circle of Pietro De Rossi." This drawing, in fact, is
the continuation of the right side of 37024 [68].
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the legs (when he bothers to draw them at all) of his figures.

Those of

the central character on 37030 [37], for instance, are anatomically
powerful limbs supporting the bulbous weight of a huge torso.

The

trembling line swells as it describes two thickly muscled calves and
then flares out to form what are more like the paws of an animal than
human feet.

Light hatching enlivens the forms.

The tapering limbs of

the figure at the right of this page are encased in a pair of boots to
which the draughtsman has appended two sets of decorative laces.
This approach to the creation of certain types of form may be seen
both in elaborate drawings, such as the chalk figures, and in less
refined sketches, such as, for instance, 37027 [69].

Here, however, the

powerful tapering legs of the right hand figure on 37030 are reduced, on
the left foreground character, to spindly, weak supports.

Although the

form of these details remains the same, their definition is simplified.
As is usually the case with the sketchiest drawings in the album, form
is only suggested, rarely elaborated.

The line throughout the album is

either scribbly or, where more attention is invested, cautious and
nervous.
Of all these interconnecting groups, there are only two pages that
seem out of place.
monstrous heads.

One is the sketch on 36929 [70] of the two giant,
The technique, brown ink over a red chalk

underdrawing, is not commonly seen in the other drawings, nor is this .
subject matter.

The close~up view of the heads, crowded together on the

sheet, and the heavy definition of their grotesque profiles, with a
thickly loaded pen line and much scratchy hatching, are inconsistent
~
with the type of caricature and handling in the rest of the album. The
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academic study of a leg on the verso of 36929 is also difficult to
associate with the other drawings.

Although Boeck's attribution of this

sheet to Bartolomeo Passerotti 65 cannot be supported, because
stylistically it is of the late-seventeent h or early-eighteent h
century, it remains anomalous in the album.
The only other page that appears foreign is number 36997 [71].
Here the draughtsmanship is heavier.
a continuous, fluid contour line.

The forms are clearly outlined in

The ink line is thicker, darker than

that usually seen in the other drawings.

Also, the sketchy

juxtaposition of full figures and head studies is found only on one
other sheet, 36987 [49].

A comparison of these drawings reveals the

differences between the two hands.

Whereas the line on 36997 is sturdy

and sure, and the hatching rich and varied, that on 36987 is a little
sloppy and tremulous, and hatching is minimized.

The types of figures

that appear on 36997 appear nowhere else in the album.

The character

in the upper right corner with the animalized profile is entirely
unprecedented.

In short, this drawing cannot be by the same hand

responsible for the majority of the drawings in the album.66
Aside from these exceptions, enough parallels (of themes, of types
of figures and poses, of means of treating form, etc.) can be found
throughout the drawings in the album to argue that all of the
caricatures emanated from a single hand.

But whose is it?

Fortunately, there exists evidence that will allow an identification to
65

Boeck, 1954, pp. 155-156.

66 Although I have not yet found enough evidence to support my
claim, I believe that this drawing may be the work of Giovanni
Francesco Grimaldi.
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be made.
There is an obvious similarity between the drawings in the Munich
album and Giuseppe Maria Mitelli's series of twelve caricature prints of
1686 after Pietro De Rossi [72-83].

Boeck noticed this connection and,

on that basis, attributed a few of the drawings in the album to De
Rossi. 67 The similarities between the two groups are farther reaching,
however, than he realized.

Indeed, in terms of characters, themes, and

compositions, they are virtually identical.
As in many of the drawings in the album, each of the Mitelli
engravings involves _a large group of figures (predominantly male) in
some form of social encounter. More often than not the group is
clustered around a unifying central motif.

In Oratore del Peru [72],

for instance, the focus of attention of the small gathering is a speaker
(perhaps an academic, as the books scattered around him on the ground
would attest) standing on a barrel.

There are a great many precedents

for this type of scene in the Munich drawings, where a figure stands
pontificating above a crowd.

In these particular prints and drawings,

the humour of the scene emerges from the variety of reactions registered
by the individuals listening to the speaker.

In Oratore del Peru, the

humour comes from the same source, namely the responses -- ranging from
rapt attention to bemused fascination -- of the orator's audience.
The other engravings follow this same pattern.

In five,

Accademici Scontornati [73], Si q( nori ] Amirativi [74], Ballarina
Gentilissima [75], Oche Belle Persone [76], and Non Ho Mai Vista il Piu
Bello [77], a single individual stands encircled by a large group.
67

Boeck, 1954, pp. 162-168.

As
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in Oratore del Peru, this solitary individual is the point around which
the attention of the crowd revolves, in these cases because that
individual is drastically different from the other people depicted in
the scene .

In Accademici Scontornati, he is the hunchbacked nude model

for a group of artists.
Pulcinesque mask.

In Si g[ nori ] Amirativi, he is a dwarf figure in

The attention of the gentlemen in Ballarina

Gentilissima is drawn to a female dancer of lean proportions and wooden
choreography.

The male dancer in Non Ho Mai Vista il Piu Bello, a scene

similar to the one just named, engages in a livelier performance than
his female counterpart.

In Oche Belle Persone, a man, perhaps a

hunchback, who appears hostile to the situation in which he finds
himself, is scrutinized by a gathering of caricatured spectators.
One other print, Questa che Tiene la Canella in Mano
da Capugnano [78], follows this pattern.

e il

famoso Gianin

The center of attention in

this scene is shared by two individuals, though:

the severe character

of Giovannino da Capugnano, a Bolognese painter who was active around
1650, and the man who sketches him.
In two other engravings, Conversacione Considerabile [79]68 and
Giocatori Smafaroni [80], the focus of interest is a game attended by a
fascinated assembly.

The theme of merry-making is continued in scenes

such as Uberiaconi Fumanti [81], Si q[ nori l Musici di tutta Perfetione
[82], and Sonatori Sconcertati [83].

The latter print is especially

interesting given the source of its imagery.

It is composed of figures

68 The solitary, seated figure featured in this print is taken
directly from an engraving, depicting a celebration of Shrove Tuesday,
by Hieronymous Cock after Hieronymous Bosch, and dated 1567 (see
Hollstein 25).
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taken directly from Jacques Callot's series of Varie Fi gure Gobbi issued
in 1621.69 However, whereas Callot's gobbi are printed individually on
separate sheets, on this print they are brought together (with animal
additions by De Rossi) into a lively group that fits thematically with
the other prints in the series.
Besides thematic congruities, there is also a similarity of types
of characters between the Mitelli/De Rossi prints and the Munich
drawings.

The short, portly figures that populate the groups in the

engravings abound in the Munich album.

In particular, the tiny

character clad in broad rimmed hat and wide cloak in Ballarina
Gentilissima, viewed in the foreground from behind, is especially
familiar from the drawings in the album.

The costumes, tall hats, and

ever -present cloaks are also identical in both prints and drawings.
Certain gestures and stances adopted by the figures in the engravings
also appear in the drawings, the most prominent being the way in which
many figures hold one arm, sling-like, in their cloak, or tilt their
bodies to the side to catch a better view of the events.
Specific character equivalences are more difficult to find.

There

are only a few characters who appear in both the prints and the Munich
drawings.

One may be seen in Oratore del Peru [72], where his face

appears in the central background, wedged between three characters
standing in profile and one standing frontally, in the background to the
immediate right of the orator.

This figure appears in the Munich album

(37028) [64] and he is also present on a drawing in the Fogg Art Museum
[67], mentioned above, which relates to the Munich drawings.

69

Lieure, 279, 407-426.

Other
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characters from the engravings look only superficially similar to those
from the drawings.

It is more than likely that the figures underwent a

certain amount of alteration in the transformation from drawing to print
(this supposition is borne out by comparison of the prints with their
preparatory drawings), and that any resemblance they may once have had
to the Munich characters was lost in the process.
For this reason above all, a simple comparison of the prints with
the drawings in the Munich album cannot be used to prove that both were
done by the same individual.

The necessary rigidity of the print medium

in general and the stiff draughtsmanship of the Mitelli engravings in
particular makes comparison of these prints with the Munich caricature
drawings, with their great variety of line, inconclusive.

That there is

some link between the drawings and the prints is undeniable;
similarities of character, of theme, of compositional type, even of
humour, abound.

This link, however, can suggest only a common source,

not necessarily a single, shared origin.
To prove that the drawings in the Munich album originate from the
same hand that created the designs for the Mitelli prints, that is to
say Pietro De Rossi, it would be necessary to compare the actual designs
for the prints with the Munich drawings.

Some of these, fortunately,

have survived, although they have remained unknown to scholars.
In the Victoria and Albert Museum, amidst an accumulation of
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century drawings of uncertain authorship,
diverse quality, and varied subject matter, I have discovered seven
drawings [84-91]70 in a non-descript album that are preparatory for the
70

Inventory numbers D. 765-99 to D. 771-99.
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Mitelli and De Rossi engravings.

The drawings are for:

Conversacione

Considerabile [79, 84, 85]; Sonatori Sconcertati [83, 86]; Uberiaconi
Fumanti [81, 87]; Ballarina Gentilissima [75, 88]; Si gnori Amirativi
[70, 89]; Si gnori Musici di Tutta Perfetione [82, 90]; and Accademici

Scontornati [73, 91].

The studies are all in pen and brown ink and

graphite, on laid paper; there is no wash.

In many cases, the draftsman

has not covered the graphite line with ink, and areas of the drawing are
left exposed.
The drawings represent a preliminary stage in the development of
the ideas for the prints and thus can be assigned to Pietro De Rossi
himself, the inventore of the Mitelli engravings.

They are not after

the prints, as they exhibit none of the slavish rigidity of line or
dearth of imagination that often characterizes copies.

The fact that

the images shown in the drawings are the reverse of those in the prints
also rules out the suggestion that they were copied directly after the
engravings.

They are also much smaller in size than the prints (they

are not much larger than the drawings in the Munich album), and are not
completely worked out compositionally.

Several of them show details and

entire scenes that do not even appear in the prints.
That they are early stages in the design process is made clear by
the image on the verso of D.767-99 [85], the drawing for Uberiaconi
Fumanti, which is a refinement of an isolated section of the recto of
D.765-99 [84], an early idea for Conversacione Considerabile [79], and
shows certain variations that appear in the final print but not in the
original drawing.
There is a particular detail from one of the London drawings that
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immediately strikes the eye:

the tiny painting in the background of the

scene of card playing in Conversacione Considerabile [84].

This does

not appear in the engraving at all, where instead there are two fighting
birds.

Upon close examination, this picture within a picture looks very

much like many of the scenes in the Munich album. Certain features that
characterize the Munich caricatures appear here:

the prominent, wide-

brimmed hats; the ever-present capes; the short, squat, round-headed
characters; the lack of emphasis placed on the legs of those characters;
and the characteristic tilt of the central character who seems to be
listening to a monologue delivered by the figure on his right.

Also

typical of the Munich caricaturist's style is the cursory way of
suggesting form with only a few sedate strokes of the pen.
Without the intermediary of the Mitelli etchings, with their much
altered line, comparison of the Munich and London drawings is made
easier.

However, when comparing the draughtsmanship of the London

drawings with those in the Munich album, it is important to keep in mind
that the two groups were made with very different intentions.

Those in

Munich are evidently sketches, in various stages of elaboration, for an
unknown end.

Those in London, though they represent an early stage in a

design process, are more carefully contrived compositions rendered in an
accurate, secure hand in preparation for printmaking.

This explains, to

some extent, the differences in technical quality between the two
groups.
On the basis of the similarity between the caricatures in the
Munich album and the engravings of 1686 by Mitelli, which are signed
Pietro De Rossi Romano Inventore, there can be no doubt that the
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drawings are the work of Pietro De Rossi, probably from the mid- to
late-seventeenth century.
A more precise dating of the drawings is difficult.

Those in the

Victoria and Albert Museum (and, by extension, the Munich drawings to
which they relate) must date to at least after 1621 because of the
derivation of the characters in Sonatori Sconcertati [83] from Jacques
Callot's Varie Figure Gobbi series of that year.

One further clue is a

small sketch on the verso of one of the album pages (37000) [92].

It

shows, on one half, the roughly sketched figure of what appears to be a
reclining saint and, on the other, what are clearly the emblems from the
arms of Pope Alessandro VII (an oak tree with intertwined branches and a
small three-mound hillock with a star at its peak).

If these are

indeed Alessandro's arms, this sketch provides a terminus post quern of
approximately mid-century (Alessandro reigned from 1655 to 1667).

It

should also be noted that the sketch of the reclining saint on the same
page is drawn in a style most typical of Roman drawings of the mid- to
late-seventeenth century.

The swirling, searching line that encircles

and defines the figure of the saint recalls drawings by Pietro da
Cortona, Giovanni Paolo Schor, Carlo Maratta, Ciro Ferri, and other
Roman artists in their ambience.

Whether or not the other drawings in

the album were executed at the same time as this particular sketch is
difficult to determine.
Another clue concerning the date of the Munich drawings is their
watermarks.

Although none of them appears in the standard references,

watermarks that resemble them are datable to anywhere between the
mid-sixteenth and the end of the seventeenth century.

Several of the
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watermarks on the pages of the Munich album appear on paper used by
Roman artists who were working in Rome in the mid- to late-seventeenth
century.
One final piece of evidence is provided by the presence of the
portrait of Giovannino da Capugnano on one of the Mitelli engravings,
Questa che Tiene la Canella in Mano [78].

As this little-known painter

was active in Bologna only around the middle of the century, any
drawings by De Rossi for this print would have to date to during or
after the time of Giovannino's activity.
It is, of course, tempting to date the drawings in the Victoria and
Albert Museum, and hence De Rossi's other drawings as well, close to the
time of the production of Mitelli's prints, simply because the prints
depend on the drawings.

However, as nothing is known of the

circumstances of De Rossi's relationship with Mitelli, 71 there is no way
to determine if Mitelli acquired these drawings years after their
creation and made the prints without the direct involvement of De Rossi,
or if he commissioned them from the artist and perhaps even engaged De
Rossi directly in the printing process (which would place them close in
date to 1686).

Given the finished quality of De Rossi's drawings in

London, it seems most likely that the artist made them with the
intention of having them engraved.

Their precision contrasts sharply

with the looseness and sketchiness of the drawings in Munich, and
71
It would seem plausible to suggest a closer relationship
between Mitelli and De Rossi based on the evidence offered by
Giovannino da Capugnano's presence on the print Questa che Tiene la
Canella in Mano .... Assuming Giovannino was unknown in Rome, De Rossi
could only have come into contact with him in Bologna (or perhaps read
of him in Malvasia, II, pp. 122-126), where he would surely have
cooperated with Mitelli on a joint production of this series of engravings.
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suggests strongly that they were made with a specific destination in
mind.

Moreover, caricatures drawn with pen and ink over graphite --the

technique of the Victoria and Albert Museum drawings -- are rare in the
seventeenth century.

The amount of elaboration involved in these

caricatures is typical of drawings made for presentation or for
printmaking.

It seems likely, then, that De Rossi was involved in some

direct way in the publication of his caricatures.
Nothing is known of Pietro De Rossi beyond his Roman identity.
Boeck equated him with the Pietro De Rossi identified in Thieme-Becker
as a Roman sculptor.

However, as that Pietro was active only around

1566, it is inconceivable that he is the Munich caricaturist.

Others

with the same name recorded in Thieme-Becker fall outside the
seventeenth century as well, with the exception of a Pier Francesco
Rossi, a painter and gilder from Rome, and a camerlengo at the Accademia
di San Luca.

He is listed in the archives (ASL 43) of the Accademia

twice in 1634 (6 November}, once as Pietro Francesco de Rossi and then
as Pietro de Rossi. 72 Pier Francesco died in May, 1647, but appears to
have been active earlier in the century.

It is inconceivable, however,

that the type of caricature drawings in the Munich album or in the other
collections could have been created before the middle of the century.
That would necessarily rule out an attribution to Pier Francesco.
The identity of Pietro De Rossi, perhaps the most prolific
caricaturist of the seventeenth century, unfortunately remains a
mystery.

For now, this elusive artist is known for his caricature

72 This information was generously supplied to me by Ann
Sutherland Harris.
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drawings alone.
Other drawings can be assigned to Pietro De Rossi on the basis of
similarities to the sheets in London and Munich.

Two, erroneously

attributed to Annibale Carracci, formerly in the collection of Bernard
Houthakker, are certainly his.

Here are characters and arrangements of

characters (the tiny figures employed to fill up background space)
already seen in the Munich drawings.

Although the line in these two

drawings is spindlier and drier than that found in the majority of the
caricatures in the album in Munich, enough equivalences can be found to
support an attribution to De Rossi.
The attribution of a third drawing, in the Staatsgalerie,
Stuttgart, to De Rossi is a little more difficult to support.
Stylistically, it is very different from the drawings under discussion.
The pen line is weak and fragile, and lacks the life and vibrancy of the
works in Munich.

The paper, too, is of a quality inferior to that used

for the Munich drawings.

Yet, the means of delineating facial features

(those of the bespectacled central figure and the long-nosed figure
facing front, for instance), and the types of mannerisms employed by the
characters (the central figure's placement of his hand against another's
back) are so close to those in the other drawings that an attribution to
De Rossi would be acceptable.
Two drawings exhibited at Colnaghi's, London,7 3 as attributed to
Bernini are by De Rossi instead.

The man carrying a folio is seen many

times in the Munich album, and is a recognizable "De Rossi type":

the

rotund torso supported by spindly little legs, the upraised hand, and
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In June 1968 (lots 52 and 54).
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the book added almost as an afterthough t (the lines of the figure's belt
are visible through the book).
Three drawings in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris (Inv. 11927)
[93-95] also can be added to De Rossi's oeuvre. 74 The characters that
appear on these sheets are instantly recognizable from the pages in the
Munich album.

The format of the drawings, a frieze arrangement of

figures, is also familiar. The drawings in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts are
stylistical ly closer to those in London than to those in Munich.
sets display a similar precision of line:

Both

the Victoria and Albert

Museum group because they are preparatory for printing, the Paris group
simply because they are finished drawings, though for what end is
unclear.

The penmanship in both sets is adept and refined (note

especially the detailing of costume on the Paris sheets).

There is a

great deal of attention given to the quality of the drawing -- all the
pen lines are finished and clean and the composition has been very
carefully worked through (one figure has been redrawn on an extra piece
of paper stuck to the first support, [93]).

These three drawings

explicitly demonstrate, as those in Munich and London only begin to
suggest, the very high quality of draughtsmanship of which Pietro De
Rossi was capable.

74

As Boeck, 1954, p. 163, realized.
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CHAPTER FIVE:

CONCLUSIONS

The new attribution of the caricatures in the Munich album, and
their related drawings, to an unknown Roman artist, Pietro De Rossi,
and their subsequent dating to the late seventeenth century, is
significant in many respects.

The fact that they are by a Roman and

not a Bolognese artist should be enough to suggest that a reassessment
of the Bolognese contribution to the history of Italian caricature in
the seventeenth century, is much needed.

These drawings may provide

one of the best ways to determine the nature of the development of
caricature in Italy in the late seventeenth century and establish more
clearly the roots of its wide-spread appeal in the eighteenth century.
Caricature had only a short life in Bologna.

Invented there by

the Carracci family (and not solely by Annibale, as the evidence has
shown) towards the end of the sixteenth century, it was almost
immediately transported to Rome where it enjoyed great growth and
development.

Caricature essentially became extinct in Bologna after

the Carracci and their students left for the South.

It was resurrected

in that city later in the century by Guercino, but its second life,
though brilliant; was again short-lived.

Though invented and perfected

by Bolognese artists, it was practiced most often outside the city of
its birth.
As such, there is much about the history of caricature activity in
Rome, still so little known, that needs reexamination:

for instance,

the passage of this genre from the Carracci via their students to other
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Roman artists.

Although undocumented, the importance played, in this

respect, by Domenichino was probably of profound importance and
deserves much more consideration.

The identities of other Roman

caricaturists and the sources for their caricatures must also be
pursued.
The fact also that the drawings in the Munich album are entirely
the work of an unknown artist, and that they have survived when those
by others (Annibale, Domenichino, and Albani, for instance) have
disappeared suggests either that by the end of the century, when these
drawings where produced, caricatures were well enough thought of to be
retained despite their ~nonymous authorship, or that, from shortly
after their creation onwards, these caricatures were always thought to
be the work of Annibale Carracci.
It is also clear that, although they are very difficult to
attribute, many caricatures can, in fact, be assigned to specific
hands.

As new evidence continues to be discovered, the identities of

new, perhaps previously unknownj caricaturists will emerge.

Pietro De

Rossi is one of these, but so too is Giovanni Antonio Burrini, whose
caricatures continue to appear with attributions to Mola, and Giovanni
Francesco Grimaldi, whose activity as a caricaturist is still almost
completely unknown.

These particular artists display unique drawing

styles and, as their caricatures begin to be isolated and identified, a
clarification of the history of the development of that genre in Italy
can be begun.
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